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DEPARTMENTS

19  Spotlight High-end design and heritage supercars 
converge as Zambaiti Parati and Automobili Lamborghini 
release their latest interiors collaboration.

20  New & Notable Let these chic brands’ news be 
the design inspiration you’ve been looking for.

24  Collab NYC-based interior designer Melanie 
Morris’ new capsule rug collection with Fayette 
Studio adds a hint of vibrancy to every space.

26  What I Want Now Designer and artist  
Rebecca Atwood shares her must-haves and  
well-advised tips for composing a chic soiree.

28  People Designer Lulu LaFortune’s boisterous 
debut collection of home goods celebrates 
joie de vivre. This fall, she doubles down with 
even more interior goodness on the way.

30  Designer Picks Designer Katie Leede curates a treasure 
trove of local finds originating from near and far.

32  Arbiter Loeffler Randall founder and Creative 
Director Jessie Randall shares her stylish selects for the 
season—and what’s next for her sophisticated brand.

34  Designer Picks Design power couple Cortney and 
Robert Novogratz share their favorite Parisian-inspired 
pieces that are equally timeless and très chic.

36  Profile Sotheby’s CEO Charles Stewart is 
raising the gavel on a blockbuster year that 
includes a flurry of offerings out East. 

38  Tech Combining the latest in robotic technology with access 
to a world-class network of experts, WineCab takes even 
the most dedicated oenophile’s collection to another level.

40  Trends This season’s style forecast is calling 
for clouds as pillowy poufs, cumulus couches 
and raindrop-inspired lighting take shape. 

42  Trends Morocco is having a moment as kilim 
textiles, woven poufs, inlaid tables and geometric 
tile capture the Marrakech mood.
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Acclaimed designer Melanie Morris 
(melaniemorrisinteriors. com) has teamed up 
with Greenwich-based Fayette Studio 
(fayettestudio.com), a premium resource for bespoke 
carpets, on an exclusive capsule rug collaboration 
that combines both the whimsy and the elegance 
Morris is known for. Th e Pop Collection features 
seven eclectic graphic design patterns, each with 
a vibrant burst of color. Ranging from an array of 
diagonal arrows to lightning bolts, the collection 
makes a sparkling complement to spaces begging 
for vibrancy.
 “I approach designing products in a similar 
way as I do designing interiors—it should feel fresh 
but not too serious,” Morris explains. “Th e result 
is a marriage of my love of the simple, modern and 
playful in a colorful, graphic collection.” 
 Morris, known for crafting distinctive spaces 
that combine beauty and practicality, has curated 
three to four diff erent colorways for each of the 
designs, but like any Fayette Studio carpet, they can 
be customized even further in material, size and 
color. Th e showroom, located in Greenwich, Conn., 
has sample rugs in some of the colorways and is 
open by appointment and remote consultation. 
 “Melanie brings out a unique personality in 
each of her projects,” says Kyra Schulhof, founder 
and CEO of Fayette Studio. “I had no doubt 
collaborating with her would result in something 
distinctively modern, sophisticated and fun. 
Melanie’s designs are total eye candy.”

Clockwise from top: 
Hearts-Coffee Beat rug; 
Doodle rug; Kyra Schulhof, 
founder and creative 
director of Fayette Studio; 
Hearts rug.

A PLAYFUL 
POP

NYC-based interior designer Melanie Morris’ 
new capsule rug collection with Fayette Studio 

adds a hint of vibrancy to every space.

By Aidan Taylor


